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Abstract
In the course of this BTP, an online social blogging platform has been developed named – Zailet.
Zailet aims to create an open source community which would allow any of its user to create blog
posts on our portal. Every blogger/writer will have their own section on our portal, this would
give them a great opportunity to gain recognition as a blogger/content writer. It will be open to
all to create, distribute and consume content over internet.

Zailet’s mission is to share and grow the world’s knowledge. We want to connect the people
who have knowledge to the people who need it, to bring together people with different
perspectives so they can understand each other better, and to empower everyone to share their
knowledge for the benefit of the rest of the world.
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INTRODUCTION
Zailet is a free and open source News/Article/Blogging Portal where user can make their
profile and start writing. Anyone who wants to write and share his/her story with the World
can write on our Portal. They don’t need to have any technical knowledge, they can simply
login to the portal and start writing. They can write on a vast range of Topics including
Education, Politics, Sports, Entertainment, Science and Technology, Travel, etc. Zailet aims
to create an open source knowledge sharing community, user can also write tutorials, can
upload videos and pics. Every blogger/writer will have their own section on our portal, this
would give them a great opportunity to gain recognition as a blogger/content writer.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
•

People who wants to share their views have very limited options, most of them share
their thoughts on social media. And the message just circulate within the Friend List of
that Person.

•

Those who write blogs on Wordpress or Blogger also have very minimum reach. They
share their blogs on Social Media Platforms which can’t reach outside the bubble of his
friend list and followers.

•

Today if you want to start writing blogs, first you have to make a website on Wordpress,
it takes a lot of time to make a good layout and many times users have to pay for Good
Themes.

•

Purchasing a domain and making a blog website from scratch is a very expensive and
time consuming process, so people who just want to start blogging can’t afford this.

•

There are some platforms which allows users to do guest blogging, but in that cases
people don’t get proper credit for their work and there they can’t write regularly and on
any topic they want.

SOLUTION
•

We made a platform where people can just simply login (using E-Mail, Facebook,
Google) and start writing immediately. They don’t need to waste their time in making
website, they can start writing as soon as they login in our website.

•

We have provided a good and easy to use text-editor, where they can easily write their
blogs, articles, stories, experiences, tutorials anything they like.

•

We have also given the option to users to personalize their content, and allow them to
follow their favorite Topics and Bloggers they are interested in.
A personalized
feed will be shown according to his liking only, Like if a user is interested in Space, so he
can follow topics related to space and follow people who write blogs on Space, then
only blogs related to space will come in his feed.

•

•

In India blog websites act like Media Houses ( ScoopWhoop, Storypick, BeingIndia,etc..) ,
they hire writers which then write blogs for the platform. They are basically click baits
which who just write something sensational to get clicks and just bring users to the
websites (eg : BuzzFeed, WittyFeed ). There is no such platform which allows users to
write whatever they want without caring of clicks and crowd.
We want to give users a platform where they can write from their heart, on any topic
they want. Internet in India is growing drastically and many Youths want to express
their opinion on everything from Social to Economic matters of the Country and the
World.
In Future, we may also monetize it, we will allow users to place ads on the website and
then we will pay the users according to that. This will boost the quality of the Website,
and People will also able to earn money by writing blogs.

Website Design
•

Login Screen: We designed a very simple interface for logging in to the Website. User
can Login via E-mail, username, Facebook Account or Google Account.

•

Select Topic: We made this portal keeping in mind that people with different interests
will come to portal, and to give them a personal touch we personalized the portal from
the first screen only. We ask them to select 10 topics which the like from the pool of
250+ topics.

•

Homepage: We made a very personalized homepage for every user. User will only get
the articles from the topics they likes and people they follow. In future we are planning
to improve it more using information retrieval and machine learning techniques.

•

Search Box: We made a search box where users can search for Authors, topics and
Articles.

•

Follow People and Topics: Users can follow more people and more topics and their feed
will be personalized according to the new selections.



User Profile: Every user will have its own profile. The user has been given an option to
provide his, up to three, social media channels or website. Then there’s an “About Me”
Section in which the writer (user) can describe himself. Other things like Blog written by the
user, Most viewed blogs, his/her followers, people and topics she/he follows. Apart from this, a
“follow” button has been also integrated to beneath the cover photo.

•

Topic Page: A page is dedicated to every topic where articles related to that topics is
displayed. Anyone interested to that topics can follow it, or bookmark it in the top.



•

Bookmark Bar: User bookmark those topics. Bookmark bar is an easier way to reach your
favourite topic.

Text Editor: We designed a very rich text editor, where users can upload pics, gifs,
videos, links, etc. A very easy interface so that anyone can write on the portal.

Android App
We have also developed an application named Zailet. It’s also live on Google Play Store, can be
downloaded from here: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zailet.zailetmedia
We have tried to integrate all the features one will get in the main desktop website.
Salient Features of the App:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Login Screen
Home Screen
Notification Screen
Search Screen
Text Editor
Profile
Settings

Mobile website:
We have made a fast and responsive website for mobile users. Mobile website will also have almost all
the options which are available on the main desktop website. We are trying to integrate the text-editor
in the mobile website as well.
Some snaps of the mobile website can be seen below:

We have tried to provide the similar interface for both mobile website users and App users.

CUSTOMER SEGMENT
•

People who need an online community of the same interests, where they can read stuffs
daily about that topic. Also Zailet will provide them a single platforms to different
communities.
For example, if a user is interested in Science and History, so he can follow both
interests on a single platform. He doesn’t need to go to different forums for different
interests.

•

People who consume information and news over Internet. We are also working on the SEO(
Search Engine Optimization) of the portal, so that our links gets high rank on search engines.
People looking for certain information can land on the portal and join our community.

•

Social Media Users – who read news about Entertainment, Politics, etc.. Zailet aims to
attract a lot of crowd from social media platforms. Many people will discover our portal
through social media.
We have made some Facebook pages and planning to make some pages, to target those
users who don’t visit our portal, we will bring the content in their social feeds.

What Writers Get?












An Identity on the Internet.
Users will get a new identity on internet where they can show their intellect to the world.
They will get a new platform where they will get followers and form a new community.
A platform to spread awareness.
Activists, Academicians can spread knowledge and awareness to the world. Governments
can also use this platform to spread awareness about new programs and schemes by the
government. Politicians can also use our portal to reach mass audience.
A platform where students can write articles and then it will help them in later stage during
Placements. It will be also very helpful for the students of Journalism and Mass
Communication.
Reach more Audience
Bloggers who manage their individual blogs and want to reach more audience can also write
on our portal to reach more people.
In Future, a platform to Earn Money.
In future we will add a feature by which good writers will be able to monetize their content
and can earn money through the portal.

Cost Structure
 Cost of Domain and Hosting Services.
 Promotion on Facebook and other Social Media Platforms.
 Buy/Rent Facebook Pages and pay people to post/tweet our links.
 Initially payment to Interns.
At Later Stage salary to permanent writers.

Revenue Streams
•

Google Ads and Advertisements from other platforms like Zoomla, etc..

•

Sponsored Advertisement/ Sponsored Articles of Companies. Scoop Whoop, Being Indian are
already doing this.

•

People who want to promote their Articles, i.e Activists, Politicians will promote their articles to
reach greater audience.

Once we have lots of blogs, we can make a magazines on different topics and give it on subscription
basis.

Competition


Existing blogging platforms like Medium (famous in USA).




Content Distribution website like Being Indian, ScoopWhoop , etc..
Personal Blogging Websites like WordPress, Blogspot, we have to make a system which is
better than these.

GO TO MARKET STRATEGIES
•

We share best blogs on social media platforms through our channel. We have done partnerships
with some other content sharing pages on Facebook.

•

People who write their blogs also share their article on social media platforms. We are expecting
more users to join our portal through this Chain reaction. Users will share their blogs on social
media platform, their friends will visit the portal, some of them might sign-up and some may
choose to start writing. In this way we can reach more users though our existing user base.

•

We have some writers who write latest trending and viral news to bring users on the portal. We
share these articles on various portals to make it viral and bring users to the portal.

We have given an option of Signup to retain our users, we are trying to form a community where people
will visit daily.

Lean Canvas Model

MILESTONES ACHIEVED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully working Main Website, Mobile Website and Android Application
200+ Writers
24,000+ Facebook Fans
3200+ users
Earned money through Google AdSense, Affiliate marketing and paid articles
Partnership with MagZone
Partnership with AajKiIndi
Partnership with TNine
Daily 1000+ page views according to the google analytics

Future Work
We are continuing our BTP in winter term, with the help of Incubation Centre.
We would improve the website, add monetization techniques, and focus on advertising to get more
users.
We would work on improving our Android App and uploading it on Google Playstore.

Conclusion
After researching we found that there are no website currently that is doing what Zailet aims to do.
Websites like Tumblr and Medium are our major competitors, but they currently operate outside India.
Also revenue model of these websites are quite different from ours.
From India, we don’t have any major competitor, but we have media portals like ScoopWhoop,
BeingIndian, Wittyfeed, but users can’t form a community on these websites.
So we concluded that such a portal is needed, where people can form community and stay and want to
visit daily. Also we are focusing on the social element, if people get a way to socialize on the platform
they will come to our platform again and again.
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